Dennis; Prescott, Lisa; Hsu, Paul; Hudson, Jerry
Subject: Weather Notification for Saturday December 22
Importance: High

Good afternoon,
Environment Canada has sent a notification regarding another wind event for tomorrow, Saturday December
22. This event is predicted to be much less intense than yesterday’s storm (more typical of a fall/early winter
storm) and is not anticipated to hit the wind thresholds set out in the Severe Weather IRG. That being said,
given the impacts experienced due to yesterday’s event and the likelihood for weakened tree branches and
limbs, we wanted to ensure you were aware of this next weather system.
Attached is a copy of the notification issued by Environment Canada today. Please note that this notification is
issued to all communities on Vancouver Island as well as the South Coast.
For Vancouver proper, we have received two separate forecasts from Environment Canada and Northwest
WeatherNet, both of which are summarized below. Although the specifics of each forecast differ, the consensus
is that tomorrow’s weather event will be much different than yesterday’s both in terms of wind direction as
well as wind speeds, making it much less severe.
We will continue to monitor the weather forecast over the weekend. In the meantime, if you feel there is a need
for enhanced coordination at any time, you may reach the EM Duty Officer at this email address, or by calling
604.829.2030.
Environment Canada Forecast:
· Winds will strengthen throughout Saturday, reaching 30-40km/hr in the morning and increasing to 50km
/hr with gusts of 60km/hr by noon.
· The strongest winds seen in Vancouver will likely be between 4-10pm with sustained south
/southeasterly winds of 60km/hr and gusts up to 80km/hr.
Northwest WeatherNet Forecast:
· Winds will increased throughout Saturday peaking between 10pm-midnight, with gusts of 50-55km.
Much thanks,
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Clark
EM Duty Officer
604.375.0363

